The German Committee for the Ocean Decade
hosts a virtual OZEANSTUNDE on:

THE SECOND CALL FOR DECADE ACTIONS
Information Session for the German Ocean Community
22nd November 2021
10:00-11:30 h
On-line zoom

The IOC has announced a Second Call for Decade Actions No. 02/2021. It is an open invitation for partners from around the world to request endorsement for transformative Decade Actions that contribute to the Ocean Decade vision.

The German Ocean Decade Committee welcomes Alison Clausen from the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, to inform on the Second Call for Decade Actions. The presentation will be followed by a Q&A session and time for discussion and exchange of ideas.

Agenda

10:00 h Welcome & Introduction – Gesine Meißner, Martin Visbeck
10:15 h The 2nd Call for activities, projects, programs in the Ocean Decade – Alison Clausen - Decade Coordination Unit, Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO
10:45 h Examples of endorsed Decade Programs and Projects (DITTO – Martin Visbeck, Global Oxygen Decade – Andreas Oschlies, ARTPORT We Are Ocean – Anne-Marie Melster, WASCAL – Björn Fiedler) (Full list of Decade endorsed Decade Actions)
11:00-11:30 Questions & Answers
11:15-11:30 Discussion

who ever want can stay in the zoom for further exchange of ideas.

THE OCEAN WE NEED FOR THE FUTURE WE WANT

DAS DEUTSCHE OZEANDEKADEN KOMITEE
Folgen Sie uns in den sozialen Medien:
facebook twitter

International: Oceandecade.org
The vision of the Ocean Decade is ‘the science we need for the ocean we want’. The Ocean Decade provides a convening framework for scientists and stakeholders from diverse sectors to develop the scientific knowledge and the partnerships needed to accelerate and harness advances in ocean science to achieve a better understanding of the ocean system, and deliver science-based solutions to achieve the 2030 Agenda.

To achieve the Ocean Decade vision, a wide range of partners will implement endorsed Decade Actions in the form of programmes, projects or activities over the next ten years. The Call for Decade Actions No. 02/2021, the second of a series that will be launched every 6 months as part of the Ocean Decade, will focus on Decade programmes that address priority issues including marine pollution, multiple stressors on marine ecosystems or the ocean-climate nexus.

The Call will also solicit Projects that could form part of one of the 23 already endorsed Decade Programmes participating in the Call for Decade Actions, as well as Projects seeking funding as part of the joint Ocean Decade – AXA Research Fund “Towards more resilient coastal livelihood” and the joint Ocean Decade – MeerWissen Initiative for African-German Marine Partnerships “Nature Based Solutions in Africa”.

The Call will also invite proposals for Decade Contributions of in-kind or financial resources to support Ocean Decade coordination and Action costs.

Each part of the Call has its own submission form and deadlines so attention is recommended to avoid errors and delays in the processing of requests for endorsement.

All information and documentation about the Call for Decade Actions No. 02/2021 is available through the Global Stakeholder Forum, via this link.

Registration on the Global Stakeholder Forum

Interested Decade Action proponents must register on the Ocean Decade Global Stakeholder Forum in order to access the documentation or submit a request for endorsement.

Registration is via forum.oceandecade.org.